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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Campus E*riefs
and Air Pollution",
The film will be shown twice
at 11:30 a.m. and 3:30p.m.

Radio Club
The UNM Raqio Club will be
taking messages to servicemen
again today from 11: 30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. in the Union,

Friday, December 19, 1969

1

Vacancies

Budget requests for all
chartered
organiz01tions must be
Marne
turned in to the ASUNM
Tickets for the broadway government offices by Feb, 10,
musical "Marne" are on sale at 1970, at 5 p.m.
the Popejoy Hall box office. The
The recommended ASUNM
musical will be performed in budget for the 1970·71 school
Popejoy on Jan. 5 and 6, 1970. year will be based solely on
Ticket prices range from individual budget requests.
$3.50 to $5.50 with a discount.
All chartered organizations
for students.
which have not yet received
budget request forms may obtain
Lake Erie
them from the ASUNM
"Who Killed Lake Erie?" an government secretary on the
NBC news special shown earlier second floor of the Union.
this year on national television
Questions concerning budget
will be shown Jan. 5, 1970 in requests can be directed to
the Union Theater.
ASUNM President Ron Curry,
The program, which deals phone 4016.
with the problem of pollution,
was obtained for the
·
und ergrad uate semmar
on "Wa t er

Patronize Lobo Advertizers

RATES: 7e per word, 20 wor4 mini·
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time r1m. If ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more t::onsecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87105
TERMS: l'ayment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

~OR.&
1)

PERSONALS

Argonne National LaborntQry-Chem.,
Math, Physics, Nuc.E, ME, ChE, EE (BS,
MS, PhD)
Pan American World Airways-AU majors for full-time International Flight
Stewardesses
Wednes~ay, Thursday, and Friday,
January 14, 15, and 16, 1970
AlbuQuerque Public Schools, Albuquerque,
N.M.-Ali Levels
Thursday, January 16, 1970
Public Schools of the District of Columbia, Wash., D.C.-AU Levels
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque,
N,M. All Levels

In Zimmerman
7
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--~RENT-A-TV·~~
.
$1.00 a. day
Free Delivery, Pick Up, And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthly Rate

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4689
Color Available

'

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving & Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call· 255·6364

I
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Few Use Reserve Book Room
By MIKE MCCORMICK

Most of the 4 085 books on
the shelves of the University of
New Mexico's Zimmerman
Library reserve book room sit
gathering dust.
0 f the select book list,
provided by professors and
teaching assistants, very few of
the books, periodicals and sets
of notes ever get used. "The
room caters to a rather small
portion of the students here,"
said Bob Johnson, manager of
the room, and the amount of
book use shows it."
There are large numbers of
books that never see any use.
"Our biggest problem is with
the professors who compile
huge lists that are never
touched," said Johnson who
took over as manager in the

west wing in September.
One professor has a current
list on reserve that totals more
than two dozen volumes. Of
these books, Johnson noted
that "one of the books has
been used once and another
twice." When considering the
effort that goes into searching
out and finding the books that
are requested for the room's
lists, it takes more of the
staff's time to find books thari
serve the students, he said.
When a bo«;~k is requested
for reserve the staff must make
five searches for it, if
necessary, before a new copy
can be provided. Often a
student learns that a book is
going on reserve and he hides
it somewhere within the
confines of the huge

Zimmerman Library · a hiding
place that usually only he
·
knows about.
Johnson also spoke of the
material that is well used. He
said material most widely used
is that of the psychology
department. One professor's
class notes are constantly out
and there is almost always a
waiting list of students trying
to get them. Materials such as
these are put on the room's
two hour list and must be
checked in two hours after the
student has checked them out,
A number of classes at
UNM are · experimenting with
courses that have no text but
rather place a course text on
reserve at the library and have
students do their studying from
that book. This idea is an
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TYPING-term papers. Experienced. Correct spelHng and punctuation. Call 242 ..
0649. 1/7

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 ;30
p.m.-will go In next day's Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters ror groovy LClltbcr Pants,
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbags. 248-7909.

SHOP NIJ.I IN. THf
I'.._!IOVS PU/0 IMRICETS

LONDON (UPI) - Parliament
Thursday abolished capital
punishment in Britain,
Without even voting, the
House of Lords adopted the
main government bill abolishing
the death penalty for murder for
good. This was tantamount to a
unanimous vote,
The death penalty still
remained in cases of treason,
piracy and arson in royal
dockyards and arsenals, But in
actual fact no one has been
hanged in peacetime in Britain
since 1861 for any crime except
murder.
There have been only three
treason executions since then all in wartime.

Recruiting U

C L·A S S I F I E D AD V E R T I S I N G

CR..A..Z

For Murder Only

Applications for the offices of
president and vice-president of
the Graduate Student Association
(GSA) may be obtained from the
ASUNM government secretary on
the second floor of the Union
during the period Jan. 12·14,
1970.
GSA elections will be
conducted during registration,
Feb. 3·4 and again on Feb. 11
for late registrants.

There are vacancies on several
student government committees
open to applications from
interested students.
The following committees
have one vacancy each: Campus
Safety Committee; Continuing lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Education Committee; University
Committee on Human Subjects;
Intramural and Recreation Board;
New Mexico Union Board; Radio
Board; Library Committee; and
Recruiters representing the following
the Scholarships, Prizes, and companies or agencies will visit the Center
to interview cp.ndidntcs for positions:
Loans Committee.
The High School Relations IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllil
Committee has two vacancies.
Monday, January 12
United States Air Force Recruiting, Offi"'
Applications fo.r committee
Training Program-All majors
positions can be obtained from cers
The Hartford Insurance Group-Business
the ASUNM government Administration, I...iberal Arts
Tuesday, January 13
secretary on the second floor of
United
Statea
Air Force Recruiting, Offi·
the Union.
cers Training Program-AU majors

Budget Requests

THE

GSA Elec.tions

Vol. 73

HOUSE FOR RENT, ncar U., 3 bedroom,

(0.~.~'·:·:"c-~·-.·

,.

"

UNM Not Target

5003 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.

-.....

LAID AN EGG? NEED $$$
We Buy Musical Instruments and Other Items

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

200 Central S.E.

.PUPPIEs-very mix.d breed, but fat and
happy. Free to good hom.... Call 242·
8914 after 6 p.m.

PHCNE 268·4227
·.;.-.;;...;;~'"":':~- -- .s:tEi.E.0 SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY
..
Ampliflars: Scott, Harman K~~d~n,'MOriarc~·; Panasoiilc· · .....
Car Stereos 8 Track or Cassettes
Tape Recorder>: Roberts, Ampex, and Norelco
Reel to Reel 8 Track and Cassettes
Mirocord Record Changers and (EMil
BenJamin Speakers
In All Sizes and Prlces
Record Your 8 Track Cartridge or Cassette
Out Of Your Records Free

The chairman of the House
Appropriations Committee said
Thursday, Dec. 18 he had not
been referring "specifically to
UNM" when he told the
Legislative Finance Committee
_.(I:,FCL some students in state
universities were concerned
about paying part of their
mandatory activity fee to
student publications.
John Mershon, D·Otero, said
"Some students at UNM are
concerned about having to pay
fees which go to campus
publications."
Mershon's remarks came
during a meeting of the LFC
in which he told the
committee he would study the
possibility of putting certain
student fees charged by state
uni.yersities on a voluntary
rather than mandatory basis.

a

12 WATT AMP, EICO AM/FM tuner,
Electro voice speaker, $60. 256·7238.
12/19
TWO AR2nx speakers: Excellent condi·
tion, still under warranty. Both $160.
299-5692. 1/5
1963 CHEVY II Nova convertible. New
top. R, h, standard transmission. Excel..
lent condition. $400. 242-5100. 1/5
PENTAX SPOT·MATIC camera, F 1.4
lens, ease, call after 6 :00 p.m. 842·9964.
12/19
1967 TRIUMPH 500 cc., twin cnrb., new
battery. nr:w tires, rebuilt engine. $700
or be:;st olfer. 877·6833. 12/19

6)

EMPLOYMENT

INTERESTED in saving and making
money? Call Gary Gill..,.pic-243-0995.
1/14

I111press
your 111other.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University"P.o:
iJNM, Albuq;;;rque, N. Mo:=87166

a;;;;o:

Eight Thin Miles

r

A group of about 25 faculty
and students wer<> told Dec. 18
by University President Ferrel
Heady that he is "not opposed
to collective bargaining as
applied to public em!)loyees in
state institutions."
Heady's remarks came during
a meeting with students and
faculty during which Heady
was presented with a petition
of support for coll!'ctive
bat·gaining right~ for Physical
Plant !'mploye!'~. Tlw pl'tition
carried the names of 20:3 UNM
faculty nmmb!'t'S,
During the meeting, Sammy
LopE!z, a Physical Plant
custodian, pr<•sented Heady
with two resolutions passed at
the Mexican·Ailll~t·ican studenl;
conference on campus the
preceding weekend.
One of the resolutions
condemns UNM as "a racist
institution which refuses to pay
Raza (Mexican·ArMrican) staff
membm-s a living wage."
The other resolution
cE!nsured Heady and New
Mexico . Gov. David F. Cargo
for "refusing to allow Physical

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
, .. •

2. lost & Found

3 Services

6. Employment

7. Miscellaneous

1

I

'

, lf

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ _ TIMES STARTING _ __

Eat a steak at Bonanza.
Steak dinners $1.29 to $2.89,

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

BONARZI

PLACED BY-----~----

-

5717 Menaul NE

A fiberglass sculpture, "Eight Thin Miles of Another Guy's
Land", was presented to the UNM Art Museum by the
ASUNM Senate in December.

Heady 'Not Against' Union

Mail her a postcard
from Bonanza.

RATES: 7¢ per word, .$1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if sci me ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

No. 68

Mershon Declares

TERED DNIC
Ec;J Ul PM ENT

·foreign Car
Specialists

--···-·-··---""··"'·

FORSALE

SYMBOLS GALORE/

BE SURE to check the Loot & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your lost i!elru!.

By putting ones name on a
waiting list for a given book
the student has first chance .v.t
the item when it is checked in.
This was not always true. Until
this fall it was possible to
renew a book as many times
as needed providing the student
came back at the end of each
check out time, That rule was
changed to give more students
an opportunity to use various
rna terials, especially those on
the two-hour limit lists.

F

dren, pets okay, $190/mo. 258·5972. 1/6

5)

SERVICES

However, the student rnay
almost always renew his check
out on a book, if he needs it
at the end of his check in
time. The only exception to
this rule is when another
student is waiting for the book
to be checked in,

.. -,.,..,. ..,,.. ~, '"·'

Monday, January 5, 1970

den, fireplace, carpet and drapes. Chi]..

HAN:l WROUGHT BRASS AND
COPPER BY BRICITO
AETABLOS AND BULTOS BY
ELEANORA.

3)

attempt to cut down on costs
and if successful it could do
away with the gigantic lists of
texts in some university classes.
Large textbook lists are
common in some of the
English department's
courses-some list up to a dozen
books. By placing a few copies
of a text on the two·hour list
the students can read
assignments in the library
without cost.
Two
other
time
limits-one-day and
three-day-are · placed on books,
depending upon what demand
the professor thinks there will
be.
A 25-cent per hour fine is
charged on all two·hour·limit
books and a 50-cent per day
fine on the daily limit books.

SIRLDIN PIT®
PhoD!l 265-5272
i
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Plant employees to bargain
collectively with tit eir
employer."
When given t.he petition by
StudE!nt Organizing Committee
(SOC) member Larry Russell,
Heady said, "I would like to
acknowledge receipt of this
memora11dum and will give it
careful consideration."
Another SOC member, Brimt
Gratton, told Heady the
petition aslts the University ''to
put itself behit1d efforts to
secure collective bal'gaining
rights to public employees."
When a chorus or voices
asked Heady for his personal
opinion on collective bargaining
ti ffh ts for public employees,
Heady replied, "I am not going
to give my opinion today. I
don't see how I can divorce
my opinions from thE! question
of the legality of the matter."
Near the cloSE! of the
meeting, Heady said he was
not opposed to the general
principle of collective bargaining
and was not opposed to
collective bargaining as applied

to employees
institutions.

in

state

WICHE Program
Ninety in.terns who will
work with community
econo'mic development
organizations in thirteen
western states are being
sponsored this summer by the
Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education (WICHE).
The Economic Development
Internship Program runs for 12
wcelts a11d pays a stipend,
although no academic credit is
give11 for the work.
Applicants must havf>
completed theil' sophomore
year, or be graduate students
although no specialized com-ses
are required.
Information on the program
is available from thE! UNM
Placement Center, or by
writing: Bob . Hullinghorst,
Director; Economic
Development IntE!ruship
Progratn; Western Interstate
Commission for liighel'
Education; P.O. Drawer P;
Boulder; Colorado, 80302,

Me1•shon said he did not
name any particular unive1·sities
during his comments about
student publications, but addl'd,
"I think student publications
should be sold to those who
use them."
"Students feel they should
only pay for those student-.
activities they use and enjoy.
This is all a part of the more
numerous complaints about the
rising costs of higher
education," Mershon said.
According to the Journal,
Mershon has requested that
William R. McConnell, executive
secretary of the State Board of
Education Finance (BEF) "
prepare suitable language for
possible inclusion in the general
appropriations act that would
do away with the mandatory
aspects of fees."
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Monday, January 5, 1970

Push Public Employees Bill
A delegation of students and faculty
whose numbers were nearly equalled by
local newsmen crowded into Ferrel
Heady's office the Thursday morning
before Christmas vacation to press the
pre~dent for a decision on collective
barganing rights for Physical Plant
employees.
Heady acknowledged receipt of a
faculty petition, bearing more than 200
signatures, which supports the right of
the workers to bargain collectively with
the UNM administration, and received a
copy of a resolution which condemns
UNM as a racist in its dealings with
Mexican-American employees.
Heady was annoyingly hesitant to
offer a personal opinion on the question
... of collective bargaining rights for UNM's
non-academic personnel, but he reflected
clearly the difficulty in which the
University finds itself on this pressing
issue.
There is, in our view, no question ·
that public employees of the state need
legal machinery by which to bargain
collectively with their employer. It is
also clear that unionization would be the
most effective and equitable way to
implement a fair employer-employee
relationship.
But the pressure for collective
bargaining rights is currently being
applied in the wrong place.
The state legislature has repeatedly
neglected to establish a public employees
.,;; bill to lay down guidelines for wage and
working condition negotiations between
the state and its employees.
Although members of the Student

Organizing Committee (SOC) and other
individuals from the campus and
community insist that the University can
sit down at the bargaining table with its
employees any time it wishes, there are
strongly conflicting opinions on the
matter among state officials.
The most apparent problem is that
New Mexico is without a public
employees bill and therefore without a
legal point of reference in dealing with
its non-academic employees. Until there
is such a point of reference, the
University appears to be helpless.
We feel the issue is important enough
to merit attention in · the legislature's
special session which opens in Santa Fe
on Jan. 20. ASUNM President Ron
Curry has already directed the UNM
student lobby to work to effect its
placement on the special session agenda.
Union organizers have been actively
recruiting among public employees all
over the state in recent months and if
the assessment of one knowledgeable
source is accurate, the idea of
un.ionization is quickly gaining in
popularity among public employees.
Local union organizers have already
been talking about picket lines, strikes,
and possibly more drastic action, if state
· employers do not heed the requests for
union representation coming from various
workers' groups. •;
We feel the state is in for widespread
difficulty among its employees unless our
duly-elected legislators set their minds to
creating a strong and workable public
employees bill.

Lobo Review

~~Last ·Summer~~
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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WAYNE CIDDIO

The New Mexico Lobo is published
doily every reguiC!r week of the Univer•
sity year by the Baard of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscriplion rate io $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expa·e"ed on the editoriol
poges of The Lobo ore those of the
Quthor solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni•
versity of New Mexico,

By DAVID ROSENBLUM

Misses

lj

I"
1
1
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NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
REVIEW EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
COPY EDITORS:
STAFF WRITERS

Not being the Jim Newton of the culinary arts, I
hate to cast critical judgment on some of the better
performances of local dining spots. Actually, I love to
cast judgments on anything and food is one of my
favorite things.
If you have ever been to Alfredo's in the Western
Skies, you probably paid a lot of money for what you
got, right? It is a nice place and when you dine, you
can drink all the cheap wine you want-- free. It's about
the soup that comes complete with blanched plastic!
Knowing that all good university students worth their
I.D. numbers are supposed to hate the middle class, I
make excuse for dining there in the first place. The
meal was an extra-special, long saved up for, pre-holiday
celebration extravagance.
I have no grudge against Alfredo, I don't even know
him.

***

Due to the wife's flying to L.A. for Christmas break,
the next meal I ate was in Uncle Fred's at the Sun port
at 6:30 a.m. the next day. It took 12 minutes for the
roll and orange juice to arrive and the hash browns
were cold when they came. Most exciting of all though,
was the little greenie I found on my fork. Things like
this must really impress first-time visitors to
***
Albuquerque.
Lobo advertisers will be pleased to read that I have
no nasty things to say about the Dairy Queen, Der
Weinerschnitzel, or Okie's.

***

Leo, who runs the LaRoe, has a weird idea of the
meaning of the phrase "truth in advertising." Though
his marquee on the building the last couple of months
has read,"10 cent Beer Here--Mon and Wed--4 to 8
p.m.", he does not feel obligated to sell beer at that
price on those days during those hours. On at least one
occassion he has had the waitress bring around a full
load to a table and then charge the regular full price to
the customers. Loud protests saved the surprised patrons
not a penny. The most disgusting thing about this was
that he did it on Christmas eve. I'll bet he is a real
nice guy the rest of the year too.

. ***

60~s

ffL-

Sarah Laidlaw
Don Burge
Stephen Part
Charles Wood
Sandy Schauer, Sue Harvey
Casey Church, Carolyn Babb, Charles Andrews, Clark Jermain,
Lin Morgan, Barbara Morgan, Bob Whittaker, Sue Major, Holley
Beckley, Pam Burgenheim
Karla Kelley, Jean lindsey, Judy Linds~y

STAFF

***

Americans are aware of their image abroad as
boorish, loud, obnoxious, and overbearing individuals.
This image is projected by most American tourists who
are just that when they visit other countries. It doesn't
change much when foreigners visit this country.
Americans are still often boorish, loud, obnoxious, and
overbearing to foreigners when they meet them in the
United States. The first people (Americans) to "greet"
incoming tourists and visitors are the customs officials
at entry points. Without a doubt, this group of men
(and I suppose some women), is composed of some of
~he most miserable and unmannered people in this
country. I suppose there are some nice ones somewhere.
I have never met them though, when I have come into
this country from either Mexico or Canada.

***
than high

Foodway has less
scruples when it comes
to at least one merchandising practice. Certain dairy and
other products are to be sold before certain dates to
insure freshness and safety to the consumer. It is hard
for a shopper to ch~ck on this, but when the store is
brazen enough to sell outchted foodstuffs that are
marked "Use Before bee. 18", on Dec. 19 one can
imagine how much "unfresh" produce etc. co~ld end up
in your gullet.

***

Don Pancho's is set for another 16 weeker if a
motion picture o~ the. west coast gets here and is
1
allowed to run. It 1s entitled either "Husband and Wife"
111
MORNING EDITORS
or "Man and Wife" and in Los Angeles was restricted
to J?at~ons over 21 or , those who were married. The
W;:~:<E;:.=~=5!5=PH=0T=O=G=RA=P=H=E=R===C=h=est:ee:rP=a=in=te=r=,=lio:n;:y;,;;Lo:u:=dae:arb=o=ug=h===·=:5':=:===::=:==YI movi.e 1s supposed to be an aid to the average boring
marriage.
'
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UNM Grad Students

I had two nice things to say this time around, but
by the time I found my typewriter under my
disassembled motorcycle, there was only one nice thing
to mention. Get ready because here it is: The Toddle
House on Central near the Travelodge motor hotel
serves excellent hamburgers for 50 cents anytime during
the night.
I was going to compliment the New Chinatown
restaurant near the Pizza Hut for their quick service and
good food. My second visit in a two-week period was
marred by cuisine that tasted like it has just been
delivered from an ice box. The waitress made up for
older generation waiting to this by scowling each time she approached any of the
grow up. This movie is not an tables. Burp!
inside look at today's youth, at
- The management, or the god of Moo· Goo Gai Pen
least not the lovers of must have seen our despair at trying to down the
Woodstock; these four are the
future divorcees, sex. neurotics, frosted spareribs so he sent a dandy little message in
and members of the Duquesne the fortune cookie to calm my ire before I reached my
Club.
typewriter. It read· "Take some of the acid from your
0 ne plus for the movie, speech." No dice.

Briefly, "Last Summer" tells
of three teenagers, a horny
"Last Summer." (Now insensitive boy, a horny
playing at Don Pancho~s.) insensitive boy speckled with
Directed by Frank Perry. s e n s i t i vi t.y , and an
Starring Barbara Hershey, exhibitionist-oriented girl with a
Richard . Thomas, Bruce 154 IQ who gets her kicks by
Davidson, Cathy Burns.
removing he.r top, killing
(CPS)·-Create a script that trained seagulls, and getting
•-places four teenagers on Fire Puerto Ricans drunk and however, is the acting. Barbara
bland for the summer, throw mugged on an empty stomach. Hershey, Richard Thomas, and
in a dash of breast exposure, Hmmm.
Bruce Davidson are completely
add a joint of grass, sprinkle
They do all .kinds of fun successful in making you loathe
I ightly with smidgens of
them, and Cathy Burns as
homosexuality, "birdicide," things to show how '• Rhoda" is excellent in
muggings, and flowing representative they are of the portraying a straight hippie
obscenities, then ice the entire "youth." Sandy, the Ieadei' of who can't let loose, all unique
collage with a nifty rape scene the three, coins phrases like accomplishments considering the
for a slam-bang . climax, and ".that's a bunch of crap" and inadequacies of the script.
you've got yourself or.e helluva go suck your mother's tit."
A last word to Mr. and Mrs.
movie about the troubled (that's new?) Dan, the horny Perry: just because you add
insensitive
guy,
buys
youth of today, right? Wrong.
some skin, four letter words,
Frank Perry's "Last prophylactics (that's new?) and marijuana to basic
Summer" seems to be an fondles Sandy's breast in a established-adult viciousness,
:,•..tempt to explain some of the highly unerotic sequence that don't think every one will buy
,·easons for today's young being takes place in a movie house the portrait. The only ones
>"P.bellious and disgusted with (that's new?), and procures a who will believe "the new
"c•stablishment" values, but the whole joint for all three to youth" are like this, are people
!'!fort fails miserably. Mr. Perry share (that's sort of new).
who have no contact with
h'ls totally bypassed the youth
Clearly, Eleanor' Perry's them, namely .the sadistic
of the sixties and substituted script suffers from too much young and old who populate
" E' ids left over from the forties shock and too little accuracy.
today's changing scene. This
r> ,,d
fifties; in short, freaks These kids are not kids, they're picture will make them feel
Jt~:Y ain't.
just the vicious part of the less lonely.

~~
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Receiving Assistance

Increase Over 1969

The number of graduate
students at UNM receiving
fin an cia! aid increased from
762 to 1,099 last academic
year, Arthur V. Houghton,
assistant dean for research, said.
The total amount budgeted
has increased by about a
fourth, from $2,395,309 to
$2,968,312.
Aid to undergraduates last
year was a little under
$2,500,000, divided among
6091 students. While graduate
students total less than 20
percent of UNM's enrollment,
aid to them exceeds the total
received by undergraduates.
Graduate assistants-there
were 408 of them-received an
average stipend, including free
tuition, of $ 213 9, usually
working up to 20 hours a
week. Beginning teachers with a
bacht>lors degree, whose skill
level is probably equal to that
of GA's, are paid $5960 by
Albuquerque Public Schools.
The 114 teaching assistants,
who usually have masters
and teach lower level

Page 3
classes, received an average of
$ 2 6 0 8 APS pays starting
teachers with an MA $6496.
Fulltime equivalent rates of
pay for 90 research assistants
ranged from $450 to $700 per
month, with an estimated
average for the year of $ 37 20
per student. Considering all
types of aid, average payment
was $2284. Chief sources of
aid are UNM funds and federal
grants.
Federal assistance, until the
late 1950's considered a
questionable extension of
federal ppowers, was responsible
for about $750,000 of the aid
last year.
The most extensive federal
programs include National
Defense Educational Ac;t
fellowships and traineeships,
furnishing nearly $400,000 for
101 students; National Science
Foundation programs, over
$150,000 for 118 students; and
special ed u.cation programs,
$118,000 for 41 trainees.
Some of the

professionals who return to
school. Twenty·eight teachers
being trained in bi-lingual ~
education receive grant~.
Atomic Energy Commission
funds paid · 30 scientists who
attended a radiation biolo!<Y
summer institute, and a
National Aeronatics and Spa(•e
Administration grant provides
funds for trainees in public
science administration.
Need for increases in
support of education at the
graduate level results from
several influences, Houghton
says,
Federal interest, for example,
is stimulated by the balance of
international payments problem.
A large part of U.S. exports
now consists of recentlydeveloped technology-computer
programming, lasers and Xerox._.
machines are examples.
A
slow
down
of
technological development,
which could result from
I esse ned support of graduate
education, could be felt in a
quickened dollar drain from thP

'

u.s.

Tickets Available
For Two Ballets
Tickets are available at the
Popejoy Hall box office for the
American Ballet Theatre's Jan.
12 productions of "Giselle" and
"Gaite Parisienne."
Prices range from $6.50 to
$3.50. UNM students with
activity cards can buy their
tickets at half price.
The American Ballet Theatre
is one of the world's finest
and was the first American
company to perform in Russia.
It has followed the tradition
of the great European stage
companies in preserving ballets
rich in classical heritage, and
also has an unmatched
repertory of contemporary
works.
The culTent tour includes
the company of 150, its
symphony orchestra and more
than 100,000 pounds of
scenery and costumes.
The new, full-length
"GiselJe" had its world
premiere in July, 1968, at the
Metropolitan Opera House.
Walter Terry, dean of American
dance critics, said it "is far
and away the best I have ever
seen."
The magnificent score is by
Adolphe Adam. Since its first
performance in Paris in 1841 it
has endured as the most
moving and popular of classic
romantic ballets.
Music for "Gaite Parisienne"
is extracted from works of
Offenbach, including "Orpheus
in the Underworld" and "Tales
of Hoffman." It is among the
most familiar ballet music.

•

*CEILING

AND
VISIBILITY

UN.LIIVIITED
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiv·
ing an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for anijy"":":'ri"~'"~'~-'!'!-.~... ~~~-•---------J
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common - degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.
1"".

U Geology Prof~ssor

Gets Research Grant

To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

Dr. Lawrence A. Frakes,
associate professor of geology
at UNM, has been granted
$42,000 by the National
Science Foundation to continue
research into continental drift
and marine geology.
The grant, "Marine Geology
of the Weddell Seas," will
finance Frakes' research for the
next year. In addition, Frakes
will purchase a walk-in core
refrigerator, an X·Ray unit for
core photography and a core
saw with the funds.
Frakes has been working in
continental drift and
reconstruction of ancient
continents fot· several years,

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEM·
ISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCI·
ENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer - or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers.
,1
Welcome

CAVU 0 might also mean full utilization of your technical skills

Lobes

through a wide range of challenging programs which include jet
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, ~nd
other advanced systems.

Po~

All Your Cor
Care Needs
Visit

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK

SERVICE
501

Yolo S.E.

5 blks. South
of Central)

(Just

Ask About Our 2¢
Por Gallon

'.,

Discount

I

Pratt & Whitney ~ircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM ~EACH, 'FLORIDA

u

DIVISION Of' UNITED ARAFT CORPORATION
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Math Department Does

Most people wouldn't have
much trouble spending a half
million dollars. The UNM
department of mathematics and
statistics is.
Two years ago the math
department received a National
Science
Foundation
Departmental Development
Grant. It was designed to add
faculty members in applied
mathematics and provide for
post·d oct oral fellowships for
worthy scholars. Altogether the
grant amounted to $550,000
over a five-year period.

"BROADWAY'S BEST MUSICAL" roo
LEE GUBER and SHELLY GROSS
present the

FRYER, CARR & HARRIS

produrlion of

S lti IE IIlLA\
S~\lllrlti
.
~\A\~\E
The Smash Hit Musical

c

based on the novel

"AUNTIE MAME" by PATRICK DENNIS
and the play by LAWRENCE and LEE

.__

Indian

Rugs

Laugh Your Way Out of
Post Holiday Dejm~ssion

Box Office Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
Telephone 277-3121

L

--~ .
Elizabeth Dear, UNM
student from Albuquetque,
helps unpack a group of 47
Indian rugs given to UNM's
Maxwell
Museum of
Anthropology this week.

U Maxwell Museum
Receives Indian Rugs
A group of Indian rugs
received by UNM's Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology has
boosted the value of donations
to the museum during 1969 to
about $500,000, museum
Director Frank Hibben says.
The rugs, wotth over
$100,000, were given to the
museum by Edwin L. Kennedy
of New Vernon, N.J., a partner
in Lehman Brothers investment
firm in New York and a
dhector of Kerr-McGee Oil Co.
The group of 47 rugs
includes the only complete set
anywhere showing the Navajo
sand paintings of the
Beautyway Chant.
Included is an excellent
Hopi rug. Others are examples

of Navajo weaving. Sixteen are
included in the sand painting
set.
The group is patt of
Kennedy's collection of about,
250 rugs which he started 10
years ago when he was in
Farmington as a representative
of Kerr-McGee,
He purchased his first rug
from Gilbert Maxwell of
Farmington, who is now a
retired dealer in Indian crafts
and a major donor to the
museum. Many of the others
were also obtaine'd from
Maxwell.
Maxwell was instrumental in
encouraging Kennedy to
contribute part of his collection
to the UNM museum,

Canadians See U.S. Invasion
In Case of •Independence•

I
I~R

on
A
HIS WEEK

~liB. tLOAI<R.Oc?t'l

A somewhat paranoid personality pervades parts of the country
to the north over the fear that the United States might invade
that country under certain politicla and economic conditions.
An editorial in the Red Deer Advocate in Alberta stated that
-...--".:,:W:.:;e~ (Canadians) will invite disaster if we should attempt to
1mperi! -::hat t ._
·
States considers its vital interest on the
contingent we char!' ...l:iou"'
•
.
· o;"larently, assumed
President Kennedy was talking about every other cuun;.,J : ••
Americas except Canada. His words were quite clear, he wasn't
excluding Canada... neither President Johnson nor President Nixon
has given the slightest intimation that the policy has or will be
changed. No president, after all, is going to undermine his own
country's vital interest,
The editorial .1as written in response to an article by a
Montreal Star editor, George Ferguson, who told readers that the
United States would not stand for a show of independence by
Canada affecting vital American interests.
·"Canada is no Cuba," Ferguson said, "It is far more important
to the United States than a small impoverished island. Apart
from huge American investment in Canada, we occupy here the
landscape between the United States and the Soviet Union ... if a
Canadian Castro followed the same line that the Cuban Castro
did, we would be immediately overwhelmed."
The Advocate editorial went on to say an attempted blockade
of U.S. civilian and military access to our (Canadian) land, sea or
air space would be met by an American invasion.

Come to the City by the Golden Gnle-home
of cable oars, Fishornwn's Wharf. And
GRACH BALL ... n score l.nrial sohool for
young women who want professional
training at the college level. Ar.credited.
One·yom· sm:rntarinl c:oursns.
Exmmlive, Legal, Foreign Service,
Medical, General. Rcsidmwo.
Nol.imwl P]()(:onwnL S(]rvico
Enro11ment Dates: Feb. 9, July 13, Sept. 21
Write DirnGlor for Gulalog

GRACE BALL SECRETARIAL COLLEGE
By the Golden Gate
525 Sutter Street San Fruncisco Cnlifm·nia 94102

:

.. 1''.' .
·.. ·... '• . j 1

Oriental artifacts, part of a
currently displayed collection
given to UNM's Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology by
Mrs. Victor L. Glines, formerly
of Albuquerque, are arranged
by Ralph Green, graduate
student in anthropology.

Artifacts

book by
JEROME LAWRENCE and ROBERT E. LEE
music and lyrics by
JERRY HERMAN

UNi\I STUDENTS with
Activity Cards V2 Price

. t'l..•
tt!l1 .•1r
..

un

ALL SEATS RESERVED
.~6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50

\\

Have Trouble Using Money?

MAMEm•m~

i\ION., TUES., ]an. 5, 6-8:1.'5
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Faculty Members to Give
Peace, Protest Concert
Three UNM music faculty
members will present an
informal peace and protest
concert Saturday evening at
8:15 in the Recital Hall of the
Fine Atts Center.
The program includes
pertinent anti-war music and
avant-garde music and narration
of a poem set to music by
Nor bert Ostetreich, a music
student at UNM.
Participating will be Joanna
de Keyser, cellist; Morton
Schoenfeld, pianist and
narrator; and Frank Bowen,
flutist, Bainbridge Bunting,
professor of art and
architecture, will show slides of
paintings, prints and posters

m

relevant to the music being
performed.
The concert is sponsored by
the Institute for the Study of
Nonviolence in Palo Alto, Calif.
There is no admission charge,
but donations will be used for
a ''Weekend Study of
Nonviolence" in New Mexico
Jan. 30·Feb. 1. Contributions
from those unable to attend
the concert can be sent to
Miss de Keyser at the music
department.
Burt Wallrich, associated
with the Institute for the
Study of Nonviolence and the
Institute Mountain West in
Golden, Colo., will lead the
seminars.

Popejoy

"The problem is really
simple," says new department
chairman L. H. Koopmans.
"There just aren't enough good
people available in the areas we
need to staff. We have not yet
been able to get the kinds of
people we want in the numbers
we need."
So far seven new faculty
members have been added-and
Dr, Koopmans emphasizes each
of these has been a valuable
addition to the department.
But he has to spend his
tema mmg funding before
October of 1972.
''We have substantially
strengthened the department by
adding these seven men," Dr.
Koopmans explains. "What we
are trying to do now is find
more sueh mathematicians. And
they're hard to come by.
"For example, we have a
provision in the gtant from
NSF to hire six new full
professors. Now that is quite a
task. By the time a man gets
to be a full professor he's
usually satisfied tight where he
is. You have to offer the
moon to get him to move."
Upper level faculty members
supervise dissertations by
graduate students, so the
addition of full and associate
professors becomes important

Hall

AND nm Cm:ruRAL PRoGRAM COM MITTEl~

P1·esent
The Internationally Celebrated

ERICA
BALLET
THEATRE

for a department trying to with these specialties."
improve its graduate program.
Under the grant UNM will
"We will try to hire more hire about 11 new faculty by
associate professors when we 1972. All of them will be
can find them," Dr. Koopmans specialists in so-called applicable
points out. "The market has mathematics-math fields which
been bad fat the kinds of have applications in business
people we are looking for, but and industry,
things may loosen up soon,
"This grant is going to do a
Computing science, statistics, number of things for our
numerical analysis, these fields department," Dr. Koopmans
have become so popular and says. "It'll boost our research
graduates so valued by business, capability, improve both
government and other graduate and undergraduate
universities that colleges have math education, enable us to
fallen a little behind in meeting serve the needs of local
the demand. There is an awful industry and business better,
lot of competition for faculty and bring in top-notch teachets.

Now at University Shell
TIRES GALORE!
2720 Central S.E.

Dial 842-9148
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PRICE

FED. EXCISE TAX
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GAITE PARISIENNE
One Performance only
Monday, January 12-8:15 P.M.
.$().50, 6.00, 5.!>0, 4.50, JL50

TIRE STUDDING
AVAILABLE!

277~3121
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All above prices are for 4-ply black
* means white wall and $2.50 extra
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UNJ\I Studems, Faculty, Staff & Graduate Students. IDs required.
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Last
month
Norm high school ball, Eight years from recruiting to defensive
Ellenberger took a routine trip later he moved one state to stance to master of ceremonies.
to Indiana to visit his family the west to coach college ball When King needs someone for
and friends. Bob King, his boss at Monmouth College in a little professional double talk
and the man Ellenberger has Illinois. Coach King found him to stifle the press on some
understudied fm· the past three there and brought him to
issue Norm is the man.
years, was keeping an eye on
his young assistant coach for
scanning
the duration of the trip, trying
to figure out whether a special
the scene
brand of recrl!iting wo11ld be
necessary for next spring--the
•.
recruiting of a new assistant
'
By
PAUL
FLEC::K
coach.
Coach Ellenberger has
. Asst. Sp<:!rts Editor
another appointment in
Indianapolis besides with his another area where basketball is When there
school
mother's home-made apple pie, supreme.
player
with
plenty
of
offers
for
His Alma Mater wanted to chat
No one will be surprised to scholarships and glory, Norm is
with him··they need a new see Ellenberger depart next the one to convince him about
head basketball coach.
year to accept the job that
advantages of New Mexico.
Ellenberger graduated in . was no doubt offered him. It theEllenberger
is a personable
1955 from B11tler University is hard to expect a man with man who will go out of his
where he was a star in the his qualifications to be content way to help in a jam. He has
three major sports. After a as just an assistant--even if it is a way of acting as a player
year of trying his luck in underneath one of the best in representative when the
professional baseball, Ellenberger college basketball.
situation arises. He can coach,
returned to Indiana, where
Ellenberger has proved to be and also important if you
basketball is king, to coach a gem in the arts of basketball know him he can Ia h.

_._

Monday, January 5, 1970
At the boosters banquet
before the Lobo Invitational,
Ellenberger kept the
boosters·,those so important
boosters--laughing for the
duration of the dinner with
jokes ranging from his Iowa
dirt farmer boss to a blind
date for athletic coordinator
Ike Singer,
Ellenberger's best asset to
King in the role of assistant
coach has to be his recruiting
ability. When he came .from
Indiana to New Mexico: he
practically brought a boy
named Willie Long with him.
He played a major part in
landing John Somogyi, sought
by schools all over the country
including UCLA and South
Carolina.
He went into the city of
Pittsburgh and plucked valuable
Petey Gibson from the hands
of interested coaches who
wanted the talented playmaker
from such a tough basketball
neighborhood. He was

NEW MEXICO LOBO

responsible for the signing of
many of the fine players who
make up this year's freshman
squad, and has already
approached and scouted top
high school prospects this
winter.

By CHARLES WOOD
Lobo Sports Editor ·

As UNM students were
taking off for home and a
relaxing Christmas vacation

I
I

!

'iI

Norm Ellenberger

I

Country Barn
Barn Burger Special
Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

only
""

39c
..........

-·~···· ' .

Two Patties of Beef, Lettuce, Tomatoes and Cheese
with a Special Country Barn Sauce

Denver Rifled. 77-70

Gibson Dazzles ·rhe Pioneers
As Long and Somogyi Score
Willie Long and John
Somogyi are emerging as
consistent high scorers and they
thank Petey Gibson for the
opportunity.
The Lobos broke a
three-game losing streak against
Denver Saturday night as Long
and Somogyi accounted for 53
of the Lobos' points in the

+•

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

.........

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

II

11-11

77·70 decision. Gibson set up
14 of the 30 field goals scored
by the team and came within
one of tying the school record
in assists (set by himself last
year against the same Denver
team).
The Lobos jumped out to a
4·0 lead on layups by Long
and Gibson and the Pioneers

l l - 1 1 - t i - 1 1 - 1 - I J - 1 1 _ 1 _ 1_ _ 1 _ 1 1 - t l - 1 1 - l l - 1 1 - l - 1 1 - l l - 1 1 - 1 +

Large Luneh at OKIE'S I

Large Pizza • Large Piteber ol Beer !
~"~ombJ·ned Priee $3 • Z5 12-2:oo
p.m. Everyday I
I""
a S1.40 value
I

.. -1-·-··-~~-··-··--·-··-·-··-··-. -··-··-··:--·'-~~-··-g·-··-··-~·-··-··-·+

100 years ago, people didn't know much
about the mentally retarded.
So they shut them away.
But with what we now know,
85% of them could help support themselves
with proper training.

So why don't we let them?
There' .a only one right answer:
Ignorance. Plain, old-fashioned ignorance.
Ignorance about just what a mentally retarded
person is.
Ignorance which says the retarded is someone to
be locked away. To be ashamed of. To be ignored.
That's what he's not.
What he is, is one of the 5 Y2 million mentally re•
tarded people in the United States. (126,000 more
are born each year who will become retarded.)
He is a person whose mind- through no fault of
his own-stopped growing long before it should
have.
·He is a person who can be helped. ·
He is a person who might have been born completely normal if we had only acted a little faster.
Because with what we now know and with a little
help, we could cut mental retardation in half.
_j

Here are six things you can do now to help prevent mental retardation and bring newhope tv
the5'hmillion peoplewhoseminds are retarded:
1. If you expect a baby, stay under a doctor's or a hospital's care. Urge all expectant mothers to do so.
2. Visit local schools and urge them to provide special
teachers and special classes to identify and help men·
tally retarded children early in their lives.
3. Urge your community to set up workshops to train
retardates who are capable of employment.
4. Select jobs in your company that the mentally retarded can fill, and 1iire them.
5. Accept the mentally retarded as American citizens.
Give them a chance to live useful, dignified lives in your
community.
.
6. Write for the free booklet to the President's
Committee on Mental Retardation, Washiftg.
ton, D.C.

were never able to take the
lead away. The Lobos had
their best first half of the year
on the way to their fifth
victory of the season against
six defeats. The halftime
statistics show a torrid 65.5
per cent shooting percentage
from the field, 48 points, and
only 6 personal fouls
commited. The Pioneers had a
percentage of over 50 per cent
but were 14 points down . at
intermission.
Somogyi stole the show in
the first half with 19 points.
Somogyi and Gibson, the
mini-guards, combined on many
plays as Gibson drove down
the lane and took the
defenders with him and then
passed back to Somogyi who
casually pumped the ball in
from the foul line.
Howie Grimes put on a
shooting exhibition of his own
with four straight baskets in
four mi,nutes, none coming
from closer than 15 feet.
Long took over the scoring
controls. in the opening of the
second half with twelve straight
for the Wolfpack. Willie ended
up with 28 points on 11 for
16 shooting from the floor.
The game was never in
doubt after eight minutes had
elapsed as the Lobos pulled
out to a 24·16 lead. The hot
shooting of Grimes, Long, and
Somogyi was too much for the
Denver squad which .had beaten
WAC powers Brigham Young
and Utah.
The victory was a sweet one
for the Lobos who had
suffered through three straight
road losses during the holidays.
With the next game on the
schedule against the hottest
WAC tteam, Wyoming, the
Lobos were desperate to get
back to winning ways. The
Lobos pack up their 5·6 record
and head for Laramie
Wednesday for the game
Thursday night.
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Fiesta
Fiesta Committee Chairman
Jennie Chavez is now accepting
applications for membership on
the 1970 Fiesta Committee.
Interested students should
pick up applications from Mrs,·
Sue Picket, student government
secretary,
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biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
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two weeks ago, the Lobo
basketball team was a.lso taking
off. Unfortunately for the
L obos, though, vacation and
relaxation was not on the
agenda. Still, most of the team
managed to work it in anyway,
mostly during a game against
South Carolina.
School was officially out on
Friday and the Lobos' first trip
was the following Sunday when
the Wolfpack left the Sunport
for San Francisco and a date
with the California Bears on
Monday night at Berkley. Four
days later, the Lobos were to
group together at New orleans
to play in the Sugar Bowl
tournament.
Before taking the two trips,
however, UNM was under
another obligation - to play in
our own Lobo Invitational. In
it's six-year existence, the
Invitational had usually
amounted to an affair where
UNM lured weaker teams into
the pit and proceeded to
annihilate them to the delight
of 15,000 partisan fans. But
this year, it was different.
.
Nationally-ranked Colorado
and St. Joseph's along with
unbeaten Washington State
made up this year's field.
Together, they boasted a
combined won-lost record of
16·2. UNM, after being
clobbered by New Mexico State
the week before, showed a
meager 2-3 mark on our slate.
Colorado Loses
In the first game,
tourney-favorite Colorado was
matched against the Washington
State Courgars from the
Pacifie-S. The game turned into
a battle between Washington's
State's hot-shooting guards and
CU's talented inside men and
the game ended with the tall
men coming out on the short
end, 83·71.
But in the nightcap contest,
it was the big men or rather
the big man that came out on
top. UNM's Willie Long was
magnificent as he poured in 28
first-half points to astound the
St. Joseph's Hawks.
The Hawks, though, refused
to give up and were perhaps
sparked by their mascot which
circled the court during
time-outs to a chorus of boos
from the 13,000 spectators.
The "Hawk's" name was
Tomrny Franochoni who was
almost es interesting as the
game it.self which the Lobos
eventually won, incidentally,
76-75 thanks to a pair of Ron
Becker free throws and Long's
final total of 38 points.
The Hawk has Troubles
:Franochoni, who receives a
full scholarship to St. Joe's for
being the "Hawk," is a junior
at the Philadelphia school and
is in his second year as the
"Hawk." Some students don't
take kindly to the "Hawk,"
who wears an absurd costume
of moulting feathers pasted on
brown felt along with a paper
mac he bird 's beak. For instance
as Seton Hall last year, he was
thrown from n bridge into an
icy river. And prior to a game
with Catholic arch-rival St.
Peter's, he was lddnapped and
held captive for two days.
Franochoni had been
soundly booed by the partisan
Lobo fans the first night, but
by the time the . tournament's
second 11ight rolled around and
St. Joe'o; was matched against
Colorado in the consolation
bracket, the boo's had become
cheers. St. Joe's proceeded to

RENTMA-TV
$1.00 n daY

l•'roc Pick Up And Service
No Depooii

Lower

Monthl~

Rate

Buck's .TV Rentals
268-4589
Color Available

llpset Colorado, 91·89, to take
thing fishy
home the third-place trophy about the Lobos' trip to San
aml during the presentation of F.rancisco. There was also some
awards, tournament officials questionable officiating which
awarded Fronochoni a watch. encountered the Lobos at the
It was one of the Invitational's Cal Gym in Berkley.
high points.
The UNM-Cal game was a
good one. Several times the
Long is MVPC
UNM, in the meantime, had Bears built up leads ·of seven
its hands full with unbeaten .Points and
Washington State. Long had threatened to
another great night with 31 break it open.
points and Long's performance, But the smaller
coupled with the Lobo defense, Lobos, with
was enough to topple.=-the tough defense
Coogs, 83·74. Willie Long was and devastating
named the tournament's Most outside
Valuable Player and was joined never quite
on the All-tourney team by them get away
with it. Willie
senior Ron Becker.
The Lobos' tournament Long, who had
victory was astonishing when played so
you consider the quality of the magnificently only two nights
Invitational's other three teams before, was never really in the
and the mediocrity of UNM's game.
Few Rebounds
previous record. As in two
previous contests against New
The officials called Willie for
Mexico State, the Lobos had fouls early and the 6·7 Long,
played above their heads but UNM's best rebounder spent 30
this time they had come out a minutes sitting on the bench in
winner. Optimism ran high on fol!l trouble. With only one
the team and the Lobos had exception, Cal was never in
picked up some badly-needed foul trouble and massacred the
confidence. That was the spirit Long-less Lobos on the boards.
that the team took with them One official whistled UNM for
to California on Sunday eight fouls in the second half
after only one day of rest.
while calling zero on the Bears.
A Fish Dinner
Still, the game was tied at
Everybody seemed to have a 41-all at halftime. With the
pretty good time in San score still tied with three
Francisco. The Bay area is a minutes to go, in the game,
pretty place, anyway, and the the depth and size of the
Wolfpack had the opportunity Bears began to pay off and Cal
of riding San Francisco's eventually won 83·79.
famous cable cars, sitting on
In short, the poor officiating
the City's packed freeways, and and the Lobos' exhaustion
visiting famous Fisherman's from playing three games in
Wharf. Also included was a four days combined to drop
good fish dinner down at the UNM to 4-4 on the year.
wharf.
Probably the best post-season
But the seafood dinner bowl game to visit, is the

Sugar Bowl at New Orleans.
Played in that .warm, old city
of the Deep South, tf..e Sl!gal"
Bowl also has a track meet, a
basketball tournament, a
regatta, and a golf tomnament
to go with it.
Last week, the Lobos flew
south to compete in the
basketball tournament. But

(Please Turn to Page 8)

your•

Any radio, TV set,
cassette or
tape recorder with
a phono jack.

..
'<...,_

~!!~,[,~

..

a precision
automatic turntable.
Complete and ready to play.

D!!..D,!:@Q!!,

precision record playing capability,
Play 7", 10"', 12" records at 33 1/3, 45, or 78 rpm.
The X-10 is complete with matched stereo ceramic
cartridge, diamond stylus, base and dust cover, $52.50.
See It at your high fidelity dealer or
write Garrard, Dept. CS589, Westbury,
New York 11590 for literature.

Garrard

Brltlstl Industries Co., a division of

¥3%

Sportcoats
Suits
Wool Slacks
Sweaters

Off
~% Off
JA% Off
~% Off

All items on sale are nationally advertised famous name products.

lobo
MENS SHOP
2120

before the trip was over for
the Lobos, the Sugar Bowl
turned ou(' to be about as
sweet as having your face
sprayed with mace,
First, there was the disaster
against South Carolina and,
second, there was the
well-publicized incident of

Central SE

A~ net,

Inc.

.. ·-·
.
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(Continued From Page 7)

Willie Long's disagreement with
another player and his eventual
benching.
Rated Gamecocks
The Lobes arrived in New
Orleans on Saturday to begin
preparing for the Sugar Bowl
tournament which began
Monday night and the
Wolfpack•s first-wund foe
nationally t.hird-ranked South
Carolina.
UNM practiced twice before
meeting the banty gamecocks
from Columbia and both
workouts were excellent. That's
why nobody on the team
could really explain what
happened after South Carolina
had nearly blown the Lobes
back to Albuquerque, 85-62.
For UNM, the meeting with
South Carolina was never really
a game. It was a disaster.
Whatever basketball prestige
UNM may have held in New
Orleans before the game started
was leveled by the
sharp-shooting Gamecocks from
Dixie.
Cold Scoreboard
Classy 6-3 John Roche, with
All-American stamped all over
him, broke South Carolina off
to a 10-2 lead before the
scoreboard even got warm. But
unlike the Lobos, the
scoreboard eventually got warm.
The Lobes, in the meantime,
hit 22 percent from the floor
the first half and got up to 33
percent before the end of the
game. The Gamecocks'
percentage stayed around 60
percent all evening.
After 13 minutes of play,
the game was no longer a
game. The only reason the
game was continued was to
make it legal. USC was leading
31·9
with
Roche
single·handedly beating the
Lobos, 15·9. With three
minutes to go, the score was
39·11 and there was a rumor
flying around that someone was
calling the humane society to
put a stop to it.
The game dragged on for
what seemed like hours and
finally the buzzer rang for
halftime. The scoreboard read
50·20, but even the women in

the stands knew it hadn't been
that close.
Chaparral·Watching
About the only thing worth
watching the first half was tho
Chaparrals who had · made the
trip down there. The Chaparrals
and their routines were a big
hit with the Louisiana crowd
of 7000 which crowded into

the .shabby Loyola Fieldhouse
where the tournament was
played. But then the Chaparrals
are a big hit with any crowd
wherever they go.
When there's a 30-point
spread at halftime, it's hard for
either team to get fired-up to
play the second half. That was
the case with UNM and South
Carolina. South Carolina winged
the score up to 65·35 with ten
minutes to go and all that
remained to be seen was
whether or not the Gamecocks
would break a hundred.
lllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllli!lilllllillllllllilllllll!lllllfllllillllllllllllllll;\lllill!liiiiEIIIIIIIIIIn

CALLING U

p,m.
College of Nuraine-; Union_, Room 253:
2 p.m.
Town Club; Union, Room 230; 6 :30 p.m.
Aown Club pledges; Union, Room 231D;
6:30 p.m.
Alpha Tall Omega; Union, Room 2li0-E; 1

NEW MEXICO
DENVER
fg !-ft t
fg f·ft
Gibson
3 0-2
6 Sacheek 10 0·1
Somogyi 9 1·10 25 Funk
4 0-0
Long
11 fi-10 28 Cherry
2 3-5
Becker
2 4-4
8 Ford
5 1·1
Grin1es
5 0-1
10 Scharp'n 3 1-2
Wright 0 0-D
D Dokan
D 1·1
Otten!
0 0-0
0 Taylor
1 1·1
Stephens 0 0-0
0 Russ
3 1·1
Clllver
0 0-0
0 Jones
3 0·1
TEAM 30 1'1·27 17 TEAM 31 8-13
Attendance: 13,850
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both exciting and close, it was
West Virginia which finally
eked out a narrow win. The
final score read 95-91,
UNM was down by se\'en at
ha1ftinle, 43-37, but the Lobos
came out running and gunning
in the second half much like
our WAC cousins, BYU and
Wyoming. Willie Long wasn't
running-and-gunning with them,
though, after having been
benched at halftime by Coach
King for "disciplinary reasons."
With a fast-paced offense in
full swing, UNM sophomore
John Somogyi had his first real
opportunity to gun the ball
this year. Somogyi scored 31
points in the game. His
two-night total gave him 51
points and he was awarded a
berth on the all-tournament

Recruiting U
neet•uitcrs representing the .following
compnniea or agencies will visit the Ccnte1·
to interview- candidates for positions:
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l't!onday, J an11nl'Y 12
United States Air li'orce Recruiting, Ofii~
ccrs '11;rnining P;t'O!.:t·am-All majors
'11hc Hnl'tford ln.surnnce Group-Business
Administl'ation, Libera] Arts
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Every Wed, 5-6 PM

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
speciol rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
Notional Building & 120 Madeira NE

Pizza Slices 15¢

t

20
8
'I
11
'I
1
3
7
6
70

clip and mail this registration form today!

Registration -

Evelyn Wood•. Readfn\J~ynamlcs of Albuquerque
Res. P h o n e - - - - - - - -

CITY & S T A T E - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z I P - - - - - - - - -

CHOICE OF CLASSES
No.1

No.2

Tues., Jan. 13-Feb. 24 -7 P.M.
Lyceum Learning Center
207 Dartmouth Dr., NE
Phone: 265-6761

Mon., Jan. 12-I!'eb. 23--3:30 P.M.
Monroe Junior High School
2120 Louisiana Blvd., NE
Phone: 265-6761

Enroll in CLASS N0.1 0
Deposit $27.80

CLASS NO. 2 0

Definite 0

Tenative 0

FORRENT

HOUSE FOR RENT, near U., 3 bedroom,
den, fireplace; carpet and drapes. Chil·
drcn, pets okay. $190/mo. 268-5972, 1/5

Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - __

lYCEUM LEARNING CENTER
207 Dartmouth Dr. NE-Aibuquerque, N.M.-87106

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

NEW COMPANY. We o!FeY inte!'e9ting PI,
type work evenin,:::s for Per3onabJe attractive woman. Good earning potential.
Guar!lnteed salary and commi8sions. l"'ur
appomtment call Artique PhotO<T. 2r.r,.
2R15 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 1,0

FORSALE

l'TJPPIEB-very mixed breed, but fat and
:mp);ly, Free to good homes. Call 242·
_ [;914 after 6 '1'·m~
TWO AR2ax speakers: Excellent eondi·
tlon, stlll under warranty. Both $160.
299-5692 1/5

7)

MISCELI,ANEOUS

DISCOVER FLYING. $5 firat lesson, $1o
hr, after. Lee Mason, 268-4580

.

Foreign Car

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words}
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Los, & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT~--· TIMES STARTING _ _ __

Fine

PICTURE
FRAMING
Hundreds of
PRINTS
Photo Frames

Speeialim
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

New Mexico's Largest

Free Estirnates
265-5901 '
333 Wyoming N.E.

LANG ELL'S
2510 Central S.E.

'

. ENCLOSED$'----

PLACED BY-----~-----

llerols From Johnson Gym

.

'Fool's Tools'

"Fool's Tools", in burnt wood
by Hans Hokanson, 1925, was
recently donated by the UNM
Art Museum by Mrs. Margerete
Schultz.

CliP AND MAll TO:

INTERESTED in saving and making
money7 Call Gary Gillespie-243-0995.
1/14

SERVICES

Representation

A D D R E S S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bus. Phone-------~-

EMPLOYMENT

GET INTO TltiS WORLD AS A PAN AM
S:I'EWARDESS. If you lik<> people, like
to trnvel, and have a. knowledge or a
foreign. language~ 'Consider becoming a
stewardc.ss with Pnn American \VorJd
Airways. Stcwat"dess interviewa will b~
held on enmpus on January 13~ ltJ70. ~t•or
further information, ph~nsc contact your
Placement Center. Pan Am fu an equal
opportunity etnp!oycr.

The case, which has been in the Court since last November, arose
after Johnson was dismissed from the squad because of a "personality
conflict" between him and the rest of the cheerleaders. The action to
remove Johnson was taken at a meeting of the cheerleaders which
Johnson said he was not informed of and was therefore unable to
defend himself.
The cheerleaders, however, say that Johnson was informed of the
meeting but that he simply failed to attend.
The cheerleaders also say that Johnson missed other meetings of
the squad and that it was these absences that led to his dismissal.

Want to READ FASTER and RETAIN MORE?

5286,

LOST & FOUND

J

Central At Univonity

and happy 3,4 German Shepherd, 1,4 huskie, black with
light markings. $10 to good homes. 877-

6)

No. 69

The dispute between Sam Johnson and the cheerleaders goes
before Student Court again tonight with Johnson asking for dismissal
of the entire cheerleader squad.
In a complaint filed' with the Court last December Johnson is also
asking "the Court (to) direct Rally Committee to appoint Sam
J ohnson ... as head cheerleader... " and for election of a new
cheerleading squad.
Johnson, who maintains he was illegally dismissed from the
cheerleading squad last September, has also requested the Court to
direct Rally Cornmi ttee to either amend or re-write the cheerleading
squad's constitution. Johnson's complaint states that the constitution
is in violation of ASUNM law, and further that its provision for
removing a member of the squad by a simple two-thirds vote is
unconstitutional since it does not P.rovide grounds for dismissal or for
an accused person to be represented.

104 BEER

kapy karner

\

Court Will Examine
Cheerleader Dispute

OKIE'S

f

!
Tuesday, January 6, 1970

1349 San Mate<> S.E.
. 255-2700

Recreation Club

+ y y y y y

Vol. 73

10% Student Discount

There will be a general
meeting of the UNM
Recreation Club on Jan. 9. The
meeting will be held at 3522
Rio Grand Blvd. The purpose
of the meeting is to discuss
the Constitution and By·laws
and to formulate plans for the
coming semester's activities.

i

MEXICO

FASHION ClEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations & 'Tailoring

rur.t"'J~H--beautiful

TYPING-term papers. Experienced. Correot spelling and punctuation. Call 242·
0619. 1/7

:;)

do it and
UNM, playing radically better
than it did thE> first half,
actually out·scored the
Gamecocks in the second half,
42·.35. Still, it wasn't nearly
enough to affect the final
outcome of 85-62.
Roche is Sensational
Roche, who looked
sensational as he canned 14 of
19 shots from the field against
the Lobos, wound up with 31
points. Willie Long led UNM
with 21 and John Somogyi,
who had started his first game
of the year, followed with 20
points.
The Lobes' second-night
opponent was West Virginia, an
84·80 loser to nationally-ranked
Notre
Dame
in
a
whistle-infested fracas. Before
the game, Coach Bob King told
his Lobes that while the
Mountaineers were a good
. team, they were no better than
New Mexico State, St. Joe's, or
Washington State. In other
words, the game would
probably be an exciting, close
contest with the Lobos eking
out a narrow win.
But while the contest was

NEW MEXlCANA: Old printa and maps.
Also old English engravings and tnanu..
scripta. Call Joan Enders, 298·5074,

BE SURE· to check the Lost & Ii'ound
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your lost items.

4)
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They couldn't

1967 TRIDMPH 500 cc. twin carb,. new
battery, new tires, rebuilt engine. $700
or besst offer. 877-6833. 12/19

at UNM l'hoto Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop 7 A limited number of people are being accellted in an experiment
to stop nail biting. Under the auspices
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
~hen, 277-2103 for appolntrne"t- 1/5

NEW
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1963 CHEVY II Nova convertible. New
top. R, h, standard transmission .. Excel·
lent condition. $400, 242·5100. 1/5

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next daY's Lobo.
Sand and Sun In OLD TOWN ls your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jar:kets, Fringe Vesta, and
Fringe Handbags, 243-7909.
SENIOR-Be Entte to have your class picture taken !or the ~rage. ,No charge-

----...

.......

_._.._~

1\'l:m!day, .January 5, 1970

p.m.

SDS; Union, . Room 129; 7 p.m.
Alpha Epsilon Pi: Union, Room 253;
1 :SO p.m.
Modern and Classical Languages: Union
Theater; S p.m.

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: .Tournalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad ia to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate ia reduced to 5c
Classified Advertising
Per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment mu.t be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.
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. 'Personality Conflict'
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Monday, J"an. 6
School of Law; Union, Room 231C; 12:30

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Some Good Times
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Enrollment Drops
After Integration
JACKSON, Miss. (UPI) schools with more 'than 68,000
Much of Mississippi began blacks and 55,000 whites.
Monday to implement the most
Half the districts have black
massive school desegregation plan majorities and their court•ordered
ever attempted in any state.
plans call for many whites to
The first school district to become minority students in
actually start classes became what had been all-black schools.
It is in these areas that public
solidly black.
Only two of the 800 white education is in jeopardy.
students who had been in the
"I really don't know what's
public school system in going to happen," said A.R.
Wilkinson County showed up for Koon, superintendent of schools
classes. The county's white in predominantly black Noxubee
children, outnumbered more than County. "I hope we can continue
four to one by blacks, are public education for both races,
expected to attend private but it's hard to say."
Private schools cropped up
schools that start next week in
across
the state, most of them in
three church buildings at
buildings owned by Protestant
Woodville.
White enrollment was down in churches. An abandoned awning
other distl'icts undergoing factory was being partioned into
registration and orientation classrooms at Canton, and its
procedures. However, an accurate owner said he had 1400
E!lltimate of total white defections applications ·for admission, and
isn1t likely until later this week expected 400 more.
However, many parents had
when classes start at most of the
30 districts under the Supreme yet to decide whether their
Court's '~integrate now" ruling. children would go to a public
The transition, ordered by the I!Chool, a private school, or no
court in late October, covers 220 school at all.

The cheerleaders are being represented in the case by ASUNM
Attorney General Ross Perkal. Perkal is their third counsel.
At the first motion hearing of the case the cheerleaders were
represen~d by B:uney Paternoster, former ASUNM attorney general,
who res1gned nud-way through the case. Paternoster's resignation
caused a six-week delay in the case while the office of the attorney
general was vacant.
In the interim period the cheerleaders were represented by law
student Ron Segel at a motion hearing to dismiss the case. The Court
ruled against that motion and the cheerleaders then told the Court
they would not accept representation by any counsel other than the
attorney generaL
Perkal was not appointed attorney general until Dec. 17--thus the
delay in the case.
Johnson is represented by graduate student Bill Pickens.
The case will be heard in Room 230 of the Union beginning at
9:30p.m.
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On Music Preference

KUNM Questions Listeners
The current music mix on
KUNM-FM was generally
favored by the 100 people
who replied to a questionnaire
printed in the November 1969
issue of the KUNM program
guide.
Fifty-two of the people
answering the questionnaire
were UNM students, seven
were faculty members, and a
good many of the 41
remaining were high school
students, said Ste·ve van
Dresser, KUNM station
manager.
The questionnaire asked
whether KUNM listeners
wanted "more," "less," or
"the same amount" of each
type of music and news s'hows
the station broadcasts.
Forty·four percent of UNM

students answering the
questionnaire wanted the same
amount of jazz, classical and
folk music. Continuation of
the same amount of soul and
rock programming was favored
by 35 artd 33 perctlnt,
respectively, of those
answering the questions.
Increased news coverage
was favored by 21 percent of
the UNM students replying to
the· questions. Sixteen percent
wanted less, and 62 percent
had no opinion.
More public affairs shows
were favored by 31 percent of
students but only four percent
wanted to see more sports
news broadcast.
Political issues were also
included on the questionnaire
and UNM student's replies are

as follows:
President Nixon's Vietnam
policy: approve, 29 percent;
oppose 67 percent; no
opinion, 4 percent.
Immediate U.S. withdrawal
from Vietnam: favor, 46
percent; oppose, 48 percent;
no opinion, 6 percent.
Legalization of marijuana:
favor, 77 percent; oppose, 21
percent; no opinion, 2
percent.
Open parking at UNM:
favor, 58 percent; oppose or
favor increased parking for
faculty, 3 5 percent; no
opinion, 8 percent.
New Mexico Legislature's
investigation of state
universities: favor, 12 percent;
oppose, 79 percent; no
opinion, 10 percent.

